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Cohort Leaders

A Cohort Leader must: 
• demonstrate proficiency during the screening process
• secure employment either directly with an Authorized 

Provider or with a district that’s implementing locally 
(which includes having a signed MOU with an 
Authorized Provider)
• The hiring authority has local authority to craft a job 

description that meets their Human Resources standards. 
• prepare to lead either the blended or the 

comprehensive course
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Becoming A Cohort Leader

 All Cohort Leaders MUST pass the 
screener before they are eligible 
to lead Reading Academies. 

 The screening process will be the 
same for both blended and 
comprehensive leaders. 

 Passing the screening is necessary 
but not sufficient to get hired as a 
Cohort Leader. 

 All Cohort Leaders will be hired 
either directly by an Authorized 
Provider or by a district that has 
signed an MOU with an Authorized 
Provider to implement locally. 

 Hiring managers are encouraged to 
interview all Cohort Leaders and 
follow their normal HR procedures.

 Cohort Leaders are paid directly by 
their employer. 
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Westat Will Lead Cohort Leader Screening

Westat, the Regional 
Comprehensive Center supporting 
Texas, will lead the Cohort Leader 
screening process. 
Westat will convene a panel of 12 

experts who will be responsible 
for reviewing materials submitted 
by cohort leader applicants. 

Know a great candidate for 
the review panel? More 

information is on 
tea.texas.gov/reading. 
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The Screening Process 
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Cohort Leaders will complete the screening process in Canvas. 
3-Step Screening Process 

Pass validated multiple choice pre-screener
Applicants will first complete a multiple-choice screener. Applicants must pass this step to move on in the process. 
Applicants will receive their scores immediately. 

Review and evaluate sample artifacts effectively
Applicants will be given prompts, sample response artifacts, rubrics and grading guidance. They will then be required to 
accurately evaluate artifacts, precisely as they will be asked to do during academies. 

Complete Reading Academies artifacts successfully
Applicants will be asked to complete the same artifacts that will be included in the Reading Academies. Applicants must 
videotape themselves and agree that their artifacts can be re-used and shared throughout the academies. 

At this time, there is no associated cost with taking the screener to be a cohort leader.



Cohort Leader Screening Dates
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After the Screener 

 Results from the screener will be 
shared back with the applicants 
themselves and with Authorized 
Providers. 
 Applicants can reapply in another 

window, though applicants can only 
apply three times in a year. 
 Authorized Providers will be 

responsible for ensuring leaders 
hired for the local implementation 
model have met necessary 
requirements.

 Sample Cohort Leader hiring 
guidance:
 *Authorized Providers and/or local 

hiring managers have final 
discretion on the criteria for 
employment as a Cohort Leader, 
except for what is [Required]:
 [Required] Demonstrate proficiency on 

screening 
 Have served as a teacher in K-3 for 

three or more (non-consecutive) years 
across career (special education or 
general education) 

 Graduate level training and coursework 
(e.g., MRT, CALT, CALP, LDT, MEd, PhD, 
EdD) may be substituted for K-3 
experience
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Revised Training Dates
TRAINING TYPE DATES REGISTRATION LOCATION

Cohort Leader May 20-22, 2020 April 15-May 15, 2020 Austin

Cohort Leader June 8-10, 2020 April 15-June 1, 2020 Austin

Cohort Leader June 15-17, 2020 April 15-June 10, 2020 Austin

Cohort Leader June 29-July 1, 2020 April 15-June 25, 2020 Austin
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The application window for Cohort Leaders opens March 9, 2020 with all candidates to be notified by April 
15, 2020. All centralized trainings are mandatory, require pre-work, and are planned for Austin.



Frequently Asked Questions

 This assumes a teacher BECOMES 
a Cohort Leader, which requires 
being hired by either and 
Authorized Provider or a district 
with an MOU through local 
implementation, and facilitating at 
least one complete cohort of 
Reading Academies. 
 Passing the Cohort Leader Screen 

is insufficient to complete Reading 
Academies.

 If a teacher becomes a cohort 
leader, confirm they are NOT 
required to ALSO complete the 
course as a teacher?
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